Who Am I Without Him? A Collection of Short Stories
By Sharon G. Flake
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       Short Stories
So I Ain’t No Good Girl
2. Girl, Didn’t I Say I Don’t Write Letters?
The Ugly One
Mookie In Love
Don’t Be Disrespecting Me
I Like White Boys
Jacob’s Rules
I Know a Stupid Boy When I See One
Hunting For Boys
Wanted: A Thug
Not a Boy
A Letter to My Daughter
_____________________________________________________________________________
Anticipation Guide
	I think the title of this collection of short stories means that/or is important because: 




	Based on the title of our first short story (#1), I think this story might be about
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Short Story #1: So I Ain’t No Good Girl

From whose point of view is the story being told? In other words, who is the narrator?
	Raheem
The red hair girl at the bus-stop
An unnamed female narrator
Someone’s mother
Another detail I noticed about the narrator and that I think is important is 


	The narrator says that Raheem is an “amateur boxer” (3). If someone is an amateur at something, it means they are:
	Strong

not a professional 
	Smart
	A fighter 

	The narrator observed that Raheem’s eyes “crawled over one of them good girls, like worms sliding across wet dirt” (4). This sentence is an example of
	Alliteration
	Simile

Metaphor
	Rhyme

	“Raheem says he’s gonna forgive me this time. But I better check myself ‘cause he needs a cooperative woman” (5). To Raheem, a cooperative woman is one who will
	Follow his rules and let him do whatever he wants
	Fight with him a lot
	Do his homework for him
	Have another boyfriend 

        If I had to guess, I think that the word cooperative means 


	What does the following sentence imply about the narrator? “Tonight when I see him I’m gonna…I’m gonna…make him something nice to eat I think. And act like I ain’t seen nothing at all.” 
	She will go to school and take Raheem’s test
	She will try out for the basketball team

She will tell her mom about her boyfriend
She will forgive him for kissing another girl and pretend it didn’t happen

	Based on the information in the story, what can you conclude about Raheem? 
	He is violent

He skips school
	He cheats on his girlfriend
	All of the above

            Which of the above choices do you think is the worst thing for a teenager to do and why?


	“When the bus finally pulls up, there’s all this commotion, people pushing to get on” (7). Based on this sentence, what do you think the word commotion means? 
	Disorder and movement 
	Quiet 
	Laughter 


	In complete sentences, list three things that the narrator says make someone a good girl. 
	


	


	


Do you agree with what the narrator thinks makes someone a good girl? Who gets to decide if       you are a good girl or a bad girl—parents, teachers, society? Explain. 


	In a complete sentence, describe the relationship between Raheem and the narrator. 



	The narrator doesn’t have a name. Why do you think this is the case?



	What do you think the theme of this story is, or the message of this story? Does it in any way relate to your life? Explain. 



	In your opinion, do you think how Raheem treats his girlfriend and how she responds is acceptable? Would you want to date someone like either of them, or have you? Explain. 



	What happens at the end of the story—what does the narrator see out the window of the bus? What would you do if you were this girl?



	Your opinion: Are there different rules for how girls vs. boys should act in relationships?




Short Answer Writing Options: Pick One
	Write the next part of this story. What happens to Raheem and his girlfriend? Does he come over to her house after school? Does she really forgive him? Be creative. 


	Write a journal entry from either Raheem or his girlfriend. What would your character be thinking, feeling, and writing about? 


	Maybe you have had an experience that reminds you of the story we just read. If you have and you want to share it with me, write about it. What happened? What did you learn? 

*Pay attention to details: CPUG capitalization, punctuation, usage, and grammar etc.

